Turtle Watch

How to fold:
1. Turn game over so that the writing side faces down.
2. Fold square in half. Open out. Turn and fold in half again.
   Open out. The writing should still be facing down.
3. Fold corners into the centre of the page.
4. Turn the game square over.
5. Fold corners into the centre again.
6. Fold in half and press down on the fold. Open. Turn and fold in half again and press down on the fold. The finger pockets should be on the outside.
7. Insert your right thumb and index finger into each pocket on the right hand side. Do the same with your left finger and thumb on the left side.
8. Move corners together to make peaks.

How to play:
1. Ask your partner to select a number and count it out, opening and shutting the peaks as you count.
2. Ask your partner to choose a question and answer it.
3. Take turns in using the game.
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